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Results: Interneurons of the frontal cortex and amygdala of NCAM transgenic 
mice were impaired in the development of synaptic terminals, revealed by 
decreased GAD65, GAD67, and GAT1-labeled puncta surrounding neuronal 
soma. There was no change in the number of parvalbumin+ or calretinin+

interneurons. Transgenic mice displayed impaired sensorimotor gating (PPI), 
which was improved by clozapine but not haloperidol. Mice had increased 
locomotor and stereotypy activities, and could not be fear conditioned, 
indicative of learning/memory deficits.
In the posterior but not anterior cortex of CHL1-minus mice, pyramidal 
neurons were displaced to lower layers and developed inverted apical dendrites. 
Radial migration of CHL1-minus neuronal precursors was strikingly perturbed 
in acute brain slice assays. Thus, CHL1 modulates area-specific migration and 
dendrite development, which may affect connectivity of pyramidal neurons in 
the neocortex.
Conclusions: A novel mouse model that abnormally secretes NCAM during 
synaptic maturation may perturb brain circuitry and contribute to abnormal 
behaviors relevant to schizophrenia.
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368. Effects on Simulated Driving and Test of Visual 
Attention

Godfrey D. Pearlson

Psychiatry, Institute of Living/Yale University, Hartford, CT

Background: Effects of THC on cognition are not well studied using 
functional imaging methods.
Methods: Oral doses of 10mg THC (dronabinol, Marinol) vs. placebo were 
given in a double blind crossover fashion to 10 healthy, screened non-marijuana 
using volunteer subjects. Subjective measures of intoxication and serial blood 
levels of THC and its metabolites were obtained. Subjects performed the 
Motor-Free Visual Perception Task (revised version – MVPTR) a test of 
complex visual perception, the Useful Field of View Task, a test of divided 
visual attention and a simulated driving paradigm with and without THC. All 
tasks were performed in an fMRI scanner.
Results: For activation associated with the driving task, overall primary visual 
regions demonstrated the greatest modulation by drug. In sober subjects, active 
driving differentially activated these areas (likely due to modulation of visual 
areas), but not on THC. Additionally, orbitofrontal and anterior cingulate 
regions showed detectable differences between THC-intoxicated and sober 
states. We also performed this study with a different drug, (N = 10), alcohol 
which had profound effects on fronto-parietal but not visual regions during the 
driving task and thus had a very different imaging “signature” than THC.
Conclusions: THC has measurable effects on driving-related attentional tasks 
and simulated driving. These differ from alcohol effects both behaviorally and 
in terms of fMRI activation. 

369. Dose-Related Behavioral and Cognitive Effects 
of Intravenous Delta-9-THC in Schizophrenia 
Patients and Healthy Controls

Deepak Cyril D'Souza

Psychiatry, Yale University, West-Haven, CT

Background:Cannabis is a widely used psychoactive drug of abuse that has 
been associated with psychosis and the emergence of schizophrenia. The 

literature associating cannabis and psychosis carries some limitations, some of 
which can be addressed in laboratory-based studies.
Methods: Twenty two healthy subjects completed 3 test days under double-
blind conditions in a randomized counterbalanced order during which the 
behavioral, cognitive and endocrine effects of intravenous infusion of 0, 2.5 mg 
and 5 mg delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol were characterized. Prospective safety 
data was collected at 1, 3 and 6 months post-study. In a second study, healthy 
subjects (n=25) the effects of oral haloperidol on the behavioral nd cognitive 
effects of delta-9-THC were studied.
Results: In a dose-dependent fashion, delta-9-THC produced 1) positive and 
negative symptoms; 2) perceptual alterations; 3) increases in euphoria; 4) 
impairments in recall, attention and working memory; 5) increases in plasma 
cortisol levels. However, haloperidol did not attenuate the behavioral or 
cognitive effects of delta-9-THC .
Conclusions: The effects of delta-9-THC resemble many dimensions of 
endogenous psychoses, including schizophrenia. These data support the existing 
literature of an association between cannabis and psychosis and warrant further 
study of whether exogenous and endogenous cannabinoids contribute to the 
pathophysiology of schizophrenia. The mechanism by which delta-9-THC 
produces psychosis and cognitive deficts needs to be explored further.

370. Epidemiological Evidence Associating 
Cannabis and Psychosis

Robin M. Murray

Psychiatry, Institute of Psychiatry, London, United Kingdom

Background: Many schizophrenic patients consume cannabis but there has 
been dispute over this is causal to or consequent upon the psychosis. We set out 
to answer this question.
Methods: Information was collected on cannabis consumprion at age 15 and 
18 in a prospectively collected study of some 1000 children who were part of 
the Dunedin Birth Cohort. 96% of the sample were interviewed and diagnosed 
for DSMIV at 26 years.
Results: Those who consumed cannabis at age 15 were 4.5 times more likely to 
develop a schizophreniform psychosis by 26 years than those who did not. 
Although those children who showed quasi-psychotic symptoms at 11 years 
were especially likely to use cannabis at 15, the risk increasing effect of cannabis 
remained when this group were excluded.
Conclusions: Cannabis use is a contributory cause of schizophrenia.
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Background: Activation of cannabinoid CB1 receptors produces intense 
emotional and cognitive responses, suggesting that dysfunction in the 
endocannabinoid system may contribute to the pathogenesis of mental disorders.
Methods: We have examined the role of endocannabinoid signaling in 
psychotic states by measuring levels of the endocannabinoid anandamide in 
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and serum of various groups of healthy volunteers 
(n=84) and patients suffering from acute psychiatric disorders (n=187) by 
HPLC/MS.
Results: The level of anandamide in CSF is significantly elevated in acute, 
antipsychotic-naive, first-episode schizophrenic patients (n=47) when compared 
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Results: Interneurons of the frontal cortex and amygdala of NCAM transgenic 
mice were impaired in the development of synaptic terminals, revealed by 
decreased GAD65, GAD67, and GAT1-labeled puncta surrounding neuronal
soma. There was no change in the number of parvalbumin+ or calretinin+

interneurons. Transgenic mice displayed impaired sensorimotor gating (PPI), 
which was improved by clozapine but not haloperidol. Mice had increased 
locomotor and stereotypy activities, and could not be fear conditioned, 
indicative of learning/memory deficits.
In the posterior but not anterior cortex of CHL1-minus mice, pyramidal
neurons were displaced to lower layers and developed inverted apical dendrites. 
Radial migration of CHL1-minus neuronal precursors was strikingly perturbed 
in acute brain slice assays. Thus, CHL1 modulates area-specific migration and
dendrite development, which may affect connectivity of pyramidal neurons in 
the neocortex.
Conclusions: A novel mouse model that abnormally secretes NCAM during 
synaptic maturation may perturb brain circuitry and contribute to abnormal 
behaviors relevant to schizophrenia.
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Godfrey D. Pearlson

Psychiatry, Institute of Living/Yale University, Hartford, CT

Background: Effects of THC on cognition are not well studied using 
functional imaging methods.
Methods: Oral doses of 10mg THC (dronabinol, Marinol) vs. placebo were 
given in a double blind crossover fashion to 10 healthy, screened non-marijuana
using volunteer subjects. Subjective measures of intoxication and serial blood 
levels of THC and its metabolites were obtained. Subjects performed the

literature associating cannabis and psychosis carries some limitations, some of 
which can be addressed in laboratory-based studies.
Methods: Twenty two healthy subjects completed 3 test days under double-
blind conditions in a randomized counterbalanced order during which the
behavioral, cognitive and endocrine effects of intravenous infusion of 0, 2.5 mg 
and 5 mg delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol were characterized. Prospective safety 
data was collected at 1, 3 and 6 months post-study. In a second study, healthy 
subjects (n=25) the effects of oral haloperidol on the behavioral nd cognitive 
effects of delta-9-THC were studied.
Results: In a dose-dependent fashion, delta-9-THC produced 1) positive and
negative symptoms; 2) perceptual alterations; 3) increases in euphoria; 4)
impairments in recall, attention and working memory; 5) increases in plasma 
cortisol levels. However, haloperidol did not attenuate the behavioral or 
cognitive effects of delta-9-THC .
Conclusions: The effects of delta-9-THC resemble many dimensions of 
endogenous psychoses, including schizophrenia. These data support the existing 
literature of an association between cannabis and psychosis and warrant further
study of whether exogenous and endogenous cannabinoids contribute to the 
pathophysiology of schizophrenia. The mechanism by which delta-9-THC
produces psychosis and cognitive deficts needs to be explored further.

370. Epidemiological Evidence Associating 
Cannabis and Psychosis

Robin M. Murray

Psychiatry, Institute of Psychiatry, London, United Kingdom

Background: Many schizophrenic patients consume cannabis but there has
been dispute over this is causal to or consequent upon the psychosis. We set out
to answer this question.
Methods: Information was collected on cannabis consumprion at age 15 and
18 in a prospectively collected study of some 1000 children who were part of 
the Dunedin Birth Cohort. 96% of the sample were interviewed and diagnosed 
for DSMIV at 26 years.
Results: Those who consumed cannabis at age 15 were 4.5 times more likely to 
develop a schizophreniform psychosis by 26 years than those who did not. 
Although those children who showed quasi-psychotic symptoms at 11 years
were especially likely to use cannabis at 15, the risk increasing effect of cannabis 
remained when this group were excluded.
Conclusions: Cannabis use is a contributory cause of schizophrenia.g p g

tasks were performed in an fMRI scanner.
Results: For activation associated with the driving task, overall primary visual 
regions demonstrated the greatest modulation by drug. In sober subjects, active
driving differentially activated these areas (likely due to modulation of visual 
areas), but not on THC. Additionally, orbitofrontal and anterior cingulate 
regions showed detectable differences between THC-intoxicated and sober 
states. We also performed this study with a different drug, (N = 10), alcohol 
which had profound effects on fronto-parietal but not visual regions during the
driving task and thus had a very different imaging “signature” than THC.
Conclusions: THC has measurable effects on driving-related attentional tasks 
and simulated driving. These differ from alcohol effects both behaviorally and 
in terms of fMRI activation.

369. Dose-Related Behavioral and Cognitive Effects 
of Intravenous Delta-9-THC in Schizophrenia 
Patients and Healthy Controls

Deepak Cyril D'Souza

Psychiatry, Yale University, West-Haven, CT

Background:Cannabis is a widely used psychoactive drug of abuse that has 
been associated with psychosis and the emergence of schizophrenia. The

Motor-Free Visual Perception Task (revised version – MVPTR) a test of 
complex visual perception, the Useful Field of View Task, a test of divided w
visual attention and a simulated driving paradigm with and without THC. All 



to controls. This is reversed by the administration of antipsychotics, which 
antagonize dopamine D2-like receptors (n=37), but not by those, which 
preferentially antagonize 5HT2A receptors (n=34). Furthermore, we found that, 
in antipsychotic-naïve, acute schizophrenics, CSF anandamide is negatively 
correlated with psychotic symptoms. Our findings were specific for 
schizophrenia spectrum disorders.
Conclusions: Our results suggest that anandamide elevation in schizophrenia 
may reflect a compensatory adaptation to dopaminergic hyperactivity revealing 
an unexpected protective role for this endocannabinoid lipid in psychotic states.
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Background: There are abnormalities in the noradrenergic and serotonergic 
system in mood disorders. The locus coeruleus (LC) is the source of 
norepinephrine to the brain and receives a serotonergic innervation, which 
inhibits LC activity.
Methods: We measured the area of LC neuropil occupied by tyrosine 
hydroxylase (TH) and by tryptophan hydroxylase (PH8) immunoreactive 
processes, and the optical density of their staining in three groups of subjects 
(n=6 per group: Bipolar and unipolar suicides and normal controls). Clinical 
diagnoses were determined by psychological autopsy.
Results: The proportion of LC neuropil occupied by TH processes was 
reduced in depressed bipolars (27±6%) versus controls (51±3%;p=.002) and 
unipolars (53±3%;p=.001). Staining of TH processes relative to background 
was lighter in depressed bipolars, but not unipolars, versus controls. One manic 
bipolar had the highest proportion of stained processes (71%) and the darkest 
staining (4.6x bckgrd) observed. Unipolar depressed suicides had darker staining 
of serotonergic processes in the LC than bipolar suicides (Unipolars: ROD = 
.38±.05, Bipolars: ROD = .20±.01; p=.02), and the proportion of neuropil 
occupied by processes was greater in the unipolar group (Unipolars: 33±3%, 
Bipolars: 18±3%; p=.006). In controls, values were intermediate between 
unipolars and bipolars on both measures, but the differences between the 
controls and the psychiatric groups did not reach significance.
Conclusions: Our data supports the hypothesis of reduced noradrenergic and 
serotonergic activity in bipolar depression and suggests that abnormalities in 
both systems may be of significance in the study of bipolar disorder.
Supported by: MH40210, MH61285 and Stanley Foundation

373. Similarities and Differences in the Regulation 
of NMDA-Mediated Apoptotic Mechanisms in 
Anterior Cingulate Cortex of Subjects with 
Schizophrenia and Bipolar Disorder

Francine M. Benes, John P. Walsh, Wilson Woo

Program in Structural and Molecular Neuroscience, Mclean Hospital, 

Mailman Research Center, Belmont, MA

Background: Recent postmortem studies of cingulate cortex in schizophrenia 
(SZ) and bipolar disorder (BD) have revealed similarities and differences in the 

respective findings. For example, there is a much greater loss of GABA cells in 
ACCx-II of BDs (30%) when compared to SZs (15%).
Methods: To assess whether an excitotoxic injury to GABA cells has occurred 
in ACCx of SZs and BDs, double in situ hybridization (DISH) has been used to 
co-localize mRNA for the NR2A subunit and GAD67. In addition, in situ end-
labeling of single-stranded DNA breaks has been used as a specific marker for 
apoptosis.
Results: A marked reduction in the number of GAD67-positive neurons that 
express the NR2A subunit was observed in ACCx-II of SZs and BDs. The 
reduction in SZs was much greater than that seen in earlier cell counting studies, 
while that seen for BDs is equivalent. An unexpected 72% reduction in DNA 
damage was also observed in SZs; BDs showed no difference.
Conclusions: Taken together, these results suggest that both SZs and BDs are 
exposesd to NMDA-mediated excitotoxicity. However, apoptosis probably 
occurs in BDs and results in the death of GABAergic neurons. In contrast, SZs 
show significant GABAergic dysfunction, but this may be related to an 
interruption of normal signaling pathways associated with apoptosis. Overall, 
these findings suggest that novel pharmacologic treatments directed at changes 
in the regulation of apoptotic cascades may be designed to specifically and 
differentially treat SZ and BD.
Supported by MH00423, MH42261, MH62822 and MH60450.

374. Protein Kinase C, Phospholipase C and 
MARCKS is Altered in the Platelets of Patients with 
Bipolar Disorder

Ghanshyam N. Pandey, Yogesh Dwivedi, Philip G. 
Janicak

Psychiatry, University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL

Background: Protein kinase C (PKC) is a key regulatory enzyme involved in 
important neuronal functions and is a key component of the PI signaling 
systems. There is some indirect evidence to suggests that it may play an 
important role in the pathophysiology of bipolar disorders. This is primarily 
derived from the observations that PKC may be the target for therapeutic 
actions for mood stabilizing drugs. However, direct evidence linking PKC to 
pathophysiology of bipolar illness is lacking.
Methods: We have therefore studied PKC, MARCKS, an important substrate 
for phosphorylation by PKC, phospholipase C (PLC) and CREB, a 
transcription factor, in the platelets and neutrophils of patients with bipolar 
disorders and normal control subjects during a drug-free baseline period.
Results: We observed that both PKC and PLC activity as well as the protein 
expression level for certain PKC and PLC isozymes were significantly decreased 
in platelets obtained from bipolar patients. We observed that protein expression 
levels of MARCKS in platelets obtained from bipolar patients were significantly 
increased. We also observed that CRE-DNA binding activity as well as the 
protein expression level of CREB, which is activated by PKC, were significantly 
lower in neutrophils of bipolar patients.
Conclusions: These studies suggest an abnormality of PKC in bipolar patients 
and that this abnormality may lead to further abnormalities of phosphorylation 
of MARCKS and levels of CREB in patients with bipolar illness.

375. Fronto-Limbic Brain Abnormalities in Bipolar 
Disorder: Findings from Adult and Pediatric Studies

Jair C. Soares

Psychiatry, University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio, 

San Antonio, TX

Background: Over the past two decades, brain imaging studies have begun to 
examine the pathophysiological mechanisms possibly involved in bipolar 
disorder. 
Methods: We have conducted a series of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
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respective findings. For example, there is a much greater loss of GABA cells in
ACCx-II of BDs (30%) when compared to SZs (15%).
Methods: To assess whether an excitotoxic injury to GABA cells has occurred 
in ACCx of SZs and BDs, double in situ hybridization (DISH) has been used to
co-localize mRNA for the NR2A subunit and GAD67. In addition, in situ end-
labeling of single-stranded DNA breaks has been used as a specific marker for 
apoptosis.
Results: A marked reduction in the number of GAD67-positive neurons that 
express the NR2AR  subunit was observed in ACCx-II of SZs and BDs. The
reduction in SZs was much greater than that seen in earlier cell counting studies
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Background: There are abnormalities in the noradrenergic and serotonergic 
system in mood disorders. The locus coeruleus (LC) is the source of 
norepinephrine to the brain and receives a serotonergic innervation, which 
inhibits LC activity.
Methods: We measured the area of LC neuropil occupied by tyrosine 
hydroxylase (TH) and by tryptophan hydroxylase (PH8) immunoreactive 
processes, and the optical density of their staining in three groups of subjects
(n=6 per group: Bipolar and unipolar suicides and normal controls). Clinical 
diagnoses were determined by psychological autopsy.
Results: The proportion of LC neuropil occupied by TH processes was 
reduced in depressed bipolars (27±6%) versus controls (51±3%;p=.002) and 
unipolars (53±3%;p=.001). Staining of TH processes relative to background 
was lighter in depressed bipolars, but not unipolars, versus controls. One manic
bipolar had the highest proportion of stained processes (71%) and the darkest
staining (4.6x bckgrd) observed. Unipolar depressed suicides had darker staining 
of serotonergic processes in the LC than bipolar suicides (Unipolars: ROD = 
.38±.05, Bipolars: ROD = .20±.01; p=.02), and the proportion of neuropil 
occupied by processes was greater in the unipolar group (Unipolars: 33±3%, 
Bipolars: 18±3%; p=.006). In controls, values were intermediate between
unipolars and bipolars on both measures, but the differences between the 
controls and the psychiatric groups did not reach significance.
Conclusions: Our data supports the hypothesis of reduced noradrenergic and
serotonergic activity in bipolar depression and suggests that abnormalities in 
both systems may be of significance in the study of bipolar disorder.
Supported by: MH40210, MH61285 and Stanley Foundation
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Background: Protein kinase C (PKC) is a key regulatory enzyme involved in
important neuronal functions and is a key component of the PI signaling 
systems. There is some indirect evidence to suggests that it may play an 
important role in the pathophysiology of bipolar disorders. This is primarily 
derived from the observations that PKC may be the target for therapeutic 
actions for mood stabilizing drugs. However, direct evidence linking PKC to 
pathophysiology of bipolar illness is lacking.
Methods: We have therefore studied PKC, MARCKS, an important substrate 
for phosphorylation by PKC, phospholipase C (PLC) and CREB, a 
transcription factor, in the platelets and neutrophils of patients with bipolar
disorders and normal control subjects during a drug-free baseline period.
Results: We observed that both PKC and PLC activity as well as the protein 
expression level for certain PKC and PLC isozymes were significantly decreased 
in platelets obtained from bipolar patients. We observed that protein expression
levels of MARCKS in platelets obtained from bipolar patients were significantly 
increased. We also observed that CRE-DNA binding activity as well as the 
protein expression level of CREB, which is activated by PKC, were significantly 
lower in neutrophils of bipolar patients.
Conclusions: These studies suggest an abnormality of PKC in bipolar patients 
and that this abnormality may lead to further abnormalities of phosphorylation 
of MARCKS and levels of CREB in patients with bipolar illness.
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Background: Over the past two decades, brain imaging studies have begun to 
examine the pathophysiological mechanisms possibly involved in bipolar 
disorder. 
Methods: We have conducted a series of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

reduction in SZs was much greater than that seen in earlier cell counting studies, 
while that seen for BDs is equivalent. An unexpected 72% reduction in DNA 
damage was also observed in SZs; BDs showed no difference.
Conclusions: Taken together, these results suggest that both SZs and BDs are 
exposesd to NMDA-mediated excitotoxicity. However, apoptosis probably 
occurs in BDs and results in the death of GABAergic neurons. In contrast, SZs 
show significant GABAergic dysfunction, but this may be related to an 
interruption of normal signaling pathways associated with apoptosis. Overall, 
these findings suggest that novel pharmacologic treatments directed at changes gg
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